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INTRODUCTION

This is a report of a baseline survy carried out

in Karare /Ula—Ula subl~cations of Marsabit Centfal

division. The objective was to assess the water and general

sanitation status in the two sub—locations. This was necessited

by the absence o~ dat on this issue. It was a prior

requirement to implementation of a water and sanitation

project, funded by SIDA in conjunction with the Ministr~r

of health, Kenya. The study was conducted during the month

of february, 1995
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study is divided into six chapters. Chapter

one gives the background information dealing with the project

descrition and problem statement. Chapter two gives the

detail of the study methodology. The third Chapter dwells on

the findings of the study while chapter four discusses these

findings. Chapter five concludes the study and finally chapter

six is the recommendation of the findings.

The aim of this study is to get a baseline info~miation

on water and sanitation status for the Karare and Ula Ula sub-

location of Marsahit Central division. Ula Ula is located

along Isiolo—Marsabit road about 5km to the ‘west of Marsabit

town. Karare too is located along the same highway but further

10-12km away the two sub—locations are inhabited by the Rendille/4riaat

(Karare) and Rend,ile(Ula Ula). These are a formally nomadic

pastoralist people who slowly settled down to agr—pastoralism

over the years. Despi’I:e the settlement however the Community

at heart is still strongly leaning towards pastoralism.

The survey took five days of data collection in the field.

structured mr1 observations and rrroup discussion

in the form of problem analysis workshops were the main tools

of data collection used. Data analysis was done manually ~nd

presentation made on pie charts, Venn diagrams, tab]~esand bar

charts in percentages, end other aprropriate figures or units.

The study found that latrine coverage was low in both

sub—locatiu’ns,standing at 36%. All the latrines present were

of traditional type with earthen floors,dilapidated walls

improper doors, open roofs and poofly kept. Communitys knowledge

on sanitation related diseases was poor but the ma~ority were

willing to participate in a sanitation project through

(v)



contribution of olocally available resources. Asked why

they theought it was important to own a latrine, 3~%gave

privacy as a reason, 5% said it was a result of neighbours

influence,5% due to visitors and 56% said it was due to

hea],th and hygiene purpose.

The main source of water was a well (ula ula), and

tapped spring(Karare). This water is not adequateand the

source decreases in water production as the dry spell Is

prolonged. However, both sources are protected. Caution here

is that the Community resorts to ppen ponds, dry rêverbeds,

streams and dams during the rainy periods and in most instances

this is the period where an upsurge in diarrheal diseases are

often common. Water is used for domestic purposes and laudry

although a few families share it with, livestock. There is a

general lack of knowledge on water and sanitation related

diseases, V~~aterpurification at home is practiced by 39% of

the people interviewed(boiling and chemical the rest(61%)

did not apply and method of purification.

Housing was generally poor. Lighting, Ventilation and

space were not adequate. Some families shared their dwellings

with livestock whtmle others used their living rooms as kitchens,

Dishracks were not available in majority of home(98%) and there

was no handwashing facility in any home .common vectOrs were fleas,

bedbugs,mosquitoes,cocroaches and houseflies and common diseases

were Malaria,wye infections and jiggers. No* homes reported

presence of rodents.At the problem analysis workshop, Communitys priority

needs were identified as water supplies, poor health,~oorfarming
methods, wildlife menace and livestock diseases. During this

time the Community identified tl~e various sectors working with

(i (vi)
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them and their own expectations from these sectors.

This study recommends that the project use water supply

improvement which is at the top of the Communitys priority

as an entry point. While at Karare existing pipeline could

he extended into the villages arid roof catchment tanks

demonstrated the easy altex~’rat1ve for ula-ula as far as the

project scope is concernedahouldbe roof catchment tanks.

Sanitation status could be improved trhough provision of

acceptable latrine technology. The VIP latrine technology

is therefore most likely to win more community support and

demonstration of this ia~tine should be undertaken. But prior

to all these structures, an intensive community mobilization

should be given the lop priority. It is recommended further that

a project committee be formed in both the sub—location,

community leaders he trained, in an awareness workshop and

women groups be supr’orted. Since the people generally

lacked adequate knowied~’.eon water and sanitation related

diseasescommunity health education should play a central role

in project development. For project sustainahi],ity to be

enhancedlocal artisans should be trained and inter sectoral

collaboration be promoted.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I



CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.1 Project description

I In 1987 the Ministry of health and. SIDA went into an
agreement to fund and implement a water and sanitation

I project, in the 6 districts of Eastern Province.

I
Marsabit was one of those six districts.

In Narsabit district, the project operated in Sagante

1 location of Central division, Sololo division and Dabel

sub—location of Moy~J,e divIsion. After about two years of

I implementation, project stalled in both Sololo ~nd
Dabel due to logistic problems and. insecurity in those

I areas. The project operations then remained in Sagante
and move slowly over the years to the adjacent mountain

I location. Presently, the project Intends to extend to the

I nearby Karare location.The broad objective of this project is to prevent arid

I reduce water and. sanitation related diseases and hence
improve the living standard of the Community through

I promotion of health. This is done through:
* demonstration of appropriate water and sanitation facilities

I * Health Education of the Community
* Improved housing

I * Community mobilization and participation

I The specifice Objectives are~1. To train health Worker~sand Community resource persons

I such as artisans and leaders
2. To facilitate construction of demonstration water catchment

I (roof) facilities such as tanks,jars:excreta

I
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disposal facilities such as VIP latrines; improved housing

improved jikos and protection of wells.

3. To promote Community’s hygiene status through health

Education

~-. To support women groups in promotion of appropriate home

basedwater and sanitation technologies.

5. To mobilize the Community and enhance ~ttheIr full participation

in entire project development.

STUDY OBJECTIVE

This study seeks to achieve 6 objectives:—

1. To identify extent of presence of water and sanitation

facilities,highlight gap and consequently plan appropriate

areas of intervention.

2. To identify specific water and sanitation indicators in

L the communities which can be used for future evaluation

of the project.

3, To assess critical areas where attention should be focussed)
in other words justify project priorities.

1÷. To assess existing resources within the Communities arid
ways in which these could be utilized.

5. To Identify various sectors(governmentaland non-governmental,

their activities, shor1~lls and success) inorcier to explore

possibilities of establishing partnership for effective

collaboration arid where possible build on their past positive

experiences.

6. Assess possibility of Community participation for developing

sustainable development.

Inorder to achieve the above objectives various activities

In the Community were examined. These are:-

* Demographic and Socio-economic profile

if



Water arid Sanitary conditions

* Communities knowledge and practice as concerning water

and sanitation related diseases

* Home hygiene and food handing methods

* Role of governmental and non-governmental Organizations

and their achievements

* Community priority as far as water and sanitation are

concerned.

* Resources available for programme implementation to enhance

Community participation and sustainance.

1.2 PROBLEMSTATEMENT

A water end sanitation programmes, funded by SIDA/GOK

had been operating in Sagante location of Narsabit district.

It is the aim of’ the programme to slowly move over to the

nearby location of Karare and. work with these communities.

Before the programme implementation, some baseline information

is required that establishes what is on the ground as far as

water and sanitation is concerned and hence plan the programes

from the information gathered. Survey of these activities

would provide comprehensive data which would facilitate better

programme planning, implementation and evaluation. Further It

would be possible to direct resources to the most pressing

needs of’ the Community and ensure optimal utilization of local

resources. Also it would be ‘possible to complement existing

programmes, avoid duplication of’ resources and ensure sound

decisions in project implementation. This Is in recognition

that certain activities are already taking place In the

Community even prior to intervention. Further intervention is

therefore an added activity building upon prior activities. It

is thus useful to a ~ tha pre~en’b ~

“~
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int;erveu ion will rest. .~.suart of the future project

iiri~1emanUa;to:’t process, there ~ore LI ~ ~. ~ri~ ~3iU(i~ “T~

conducted.
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CHAPTERTWO

STUDY METHODOLOGY

2.1 STUDY AREA AND POPULATION

Karare and Hula-Hula sub-location are 2 of the 3

sublocations of Karare location. The 3rd sub-location is

songa. Together with Mountain, Saganteand Dirib Gombo locations

forms the ~-th location of Marsabit Central division. The two

sub-location have a total population of about 5000 people.

Karare is predominantly occupied by the anal sub-clan with

few Rendille population while Hula—Hula is populated by the

Rendille tribesmen. Located on the western s~es of Narsabit

mountain the two—sublocations are blessed with reliable fainiall

and cool weather condition.

The moajor occupation of the Community is agro-pastoralism.

However, pastoralism holds an tipper hand In that the majority

of the formerly nomadic people only recently started practicing

farming. The livestock kept are cattle, sheep and goats with

a few chicken & donkeys. Main crops grown are maize and beans,

The water sources are traditional well(Ula_Ula) and a tapped

spring(Karare). However, during the wet seasonsdams and

reverbeds are a major points of water. There are two primaryschools and one dispensary in the two sub—locations.

2.2 ___

S:-~mpling in this survey was dependent on the type of’ datato be collected. When examining the presence and type of latrines

In a homestead., sampling was type of latrines in a

homestead, sampling was necessary because quantitative data was

‘1 expected to be derived, but where qualitative Information was

required from the survey through focus group discussion or

1
1
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a
I Community meeting, then sampling was not necessary. In villages

where household information were required or collected, systematic

I sampling was applied and used to collect Information from those

I households.2.3 Sample Size

I A total of 59 households were visited and informationcollected from ~hem. With an average of about 6 persons pen

I household, information concerning about 35if persons were thus
derived. This is about 10% of the popul~tion of the two sub-

I locations.

I 2.~+ Method of data_collection

‘‘ The main method of data collection were by use of

structured questionaires which Involved interviewing of the

I respondents, observation of existing structures, situations andactivities. During group discussion where Information was

I collected through dialogue in a community participation workshops,
informations on institutions operating in the sub—locations, their

I functions, strength and weaknesses were discussed. During this
time, Community problems and priorities were identified as well.

1 2.5 Survey Period

I The survey period was five days. 3days were devoted tohousehold data collection, while 2 days were used in the

I Community participatory workshops.
2.6 Data Analysis

I The data collected was manual].y processed and calculations
done using calcul&tor~s. Presentations were made in percentages

I on tables, pie charts and bar charts.

I 2.7 ~~imit~~s

Language was a harrier during data collection exercise0

I The data collectors could not directly communicatewith the

I
I



respondentsand interpreters were used for translation.

valuable information may not have been conveyedeffectively

during this time.
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MAJOR FINDINGS

The purpose of water and sanitation survey for Karare

and Ula-Ula sub-locations was to provide information required

to extend a water and sanitation project already operating in

Sagante and mountain locations to Karare location. The Survey

therefore aimed at establishing extent; of existence of sanitation

facilities such as latrines, refuse disposal pits; availability,

reliability arid safety of water supplies: water and sanitatIon

diseases prevalent in the area, Community’s knowledge and

hygiene practices as well as their~ needs and priorities as far

as water arid sanitation is concerned.

The survey findings are as detailed herehelow:—

Gender

Most of the respondents who participated in the survey

were females(71+..6%). Male were 25.~%. All respondentswere

adults who were either housewives and male household heads.

Abscence of many Men from the interview session seemsto be

purely due to their occupation since the majority could be at

fora tenering lii,estock which are the backborn of their survival.

Marrital Status

The survey revealed that the (90%) of’ respondents

were married, 5% widowed, while the remaining 5% were single

mothers or divorces. Information on marrital status is an

indication of social responsibility. Generally,married. people

share responsibility in the family. This responsibility is

heavier for single parents esoecially when they are women.

Even when married however, most women do not have express access

to use of’ family property since the man is the major decision

maker. Thus, where issues pertaining to cost sharing were raised
10



many women respondents seemed reluctant on what they could

I

contribute since the may decision rested upon the husband.

~yel of Literacy

From the data obtained there is evidence that a large

proportion of the respondents(75%)do not know how to read or

write either in English or Kiswahlli.

~2~p.~tIon and_Source of come

The survey revealed that 1~i3%, of’ thJ respondents are

agropastoralists, 22% are exclusively pastoralists, 25%

exc;isove.ru ferijiers amnc] 5~<wage earners. Assessmentof’

occupation helps understand and plan whether the Community

is economically able to contribute to the project development

and if ther is a potentiality for future rrogramme sustainability.

The majority of’ the respondents(68%) kept cattle, others

kept small stocks(goat and sheep). 68% of’ the people who were

farmers had less than 5 acres of land and 95% of them(farmers)

planted food crops sucha as maize and. beans.

HOUSEHOLD OCCUPANTS

Each household had an average number of 6.5 persons.

COMMON DISEASES

The following were common diseasesmentioned by

respondents inorder of importance.

11

Table 1
common
diseases
as mention~
by the

respondent

Diseases

Malaria 81

URTI 73

Diarrhoea 37

Eye infections . 29

Jiggers 3
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NB: It is this evident that all the diseases mentioned by

the respondentsare water and sanitation related.

WATER SUPPLY

A series of’ questions pertaining to water sources,

reliability, safety, mode of’ transportation as well as

diseases related to and practice of traatmen-t applied

were put to the respondents. These questions were expected

to explore and enquire into the type of water sources,

reliability, safety, as well as time spent to search for

water, Community’ s knowledge on water related diseases,

storage method and treatment app],ied at home. The

information derived from here is expected to influence

decision and guide implementors, the Community and other

interested parties on what actions to take to improve

sources, bring water closer home and influence behaviour

that may be harmfull to community health.

WATER SGURCESAND SAFETY

6~%of the respondet~ts said they got their water from

a ~‘ell. 32% used Lap water from a snri•ng(Karare) and water

piped by gravity into the villa~es. The rest(L~) relied on

dam water. B3~of the peool.e interviewed said their water so~rcns

were protected
12



MODE OF TRANdPORTATIONAND DISTANCE TO WATER POINTS

On average the majority of respondents said they

walked 1—2km to fetch water (76%), 5% got water from within

their compoundsand the rest(19%) walI<ed over 3km to the

source. Water is fetched by women arid girls in 10 or 20

liter jer’rycans and sometimes by donkeys. ~ven those who

used piped water1said they had to walk for some distance

since these were public standpipes provided at some central

place in the villages. However, water is not paid for.

distance to water point
oVer 3~~~’i

fig. 1 .1

ANOUNT OF WATER PER DAY AND Iris USE

The study revealed that 79~o.f the respondents fetched

20—3Q litres of water daily, while 21~ fetched 30—40 litres.~

According to 81% of the respondents water is used for domestic

activities such as drinking, cooking and washing but 19% shared
it with livestock.

(3o~~4oL/1)

fj~~ 1 .2 amount o.f water fetched

daily.

METHOD OF Wt~iEP.STORAGE AND TkLAWLNT AT JIUNE
Water is stored in the same (jer’rycans) inwhich it is

fetched according to 97% of people interviewed. 78% did not
treat their drinking water but 22% said they boiled it before

drinking.

KNU~EDGEAND PRTICE

Inordor to under~taridthe Community~sknowledge on dangers
posed by contaminated water and diseases related to it questions

I
I



were put to them weather they thought unclean water use could

lead to ill health, what kind of illness people could suffer

and how they thought water could be made safe at home.

According to 85% of’ •the respondents contaminated water

would cause ill health. 15% said it did not. Diseases related

to contaminated water were mentioned as diarrhoea(29%), Malaria

(5%), URTI (24%). 142% of the people interviewed did riot know

any diseases related to contaminated water. In total 71% did

not either know or mention the correct diseases. Asked how

they thought water could be made clean/safe at home 35%
mentioned boiling, 4% mentioned chemicals and the test(61%)

did nothing.

6oiUn~
fig. 1 .3 Methods applied to

make water safe at
home.

C,Ji~frvijC~iI� -.

dANI’lATIUN

In this study, Sanita~ion implies to method of excreta

disposal. The survey intended to find out the existence or

presence of latrines in the community, types of latrines &

status of superstructures. This information i.s expected to

give a picture of’ how many people owned and used latrines, the

types of latrines present and the status of supersturctures

( \~alls, roofs, floors). This information could help und~rstarid

the real situation on the grouiid’artd advice on what appropriate

sanitation technologies could be adapted to uplift the Community’s

sanitation status and consequently reducing those sanitation

related diseases prevalent in these two suh—location. The survey

further intended to probe in-to the Community’s knowledge, on the

diseases ~‘el•ated to non—use of latrines, whether the people were

willing to own latrines, what they were willing to contribute

and practice of hand washing after using the latrines.

LA’iRiN~ OWNERSHIP

Assessment of presence of latri nes jn homesteadsrevealed

that 614% did not have them. Latrines were found in 36%(21) of

homes



Latrine Coverage

had Latr1fle~
fig. 1.14

5TAIUS AND TYPES OF LATRINES

All latrines found in the study area were of the.

troditional types most of them having no roofs and provided

with earthen floors. 86% of them had paths leading to them

indicating use, 8% were fairly clean, 76% had earthen floors,

while the rest (214%) were concrete. 19% of the latrines had

s trong superstvuctu.res.

KNU~LEDGE ATTITUDE AND_BEHAVIOUR_RLLAT~D TO SANITATION

63% of the people interviewed thought it was important

to own a latrine. The rest (~7~)did not see any impoPtance.

56% of those who thought it was important to own a latrine

said it was due to health/hygiene purposes, 5% owned latrines

because their neighbours had them, 5~ owned latrines because

of Visitors while 34% owned it due to privacy.

Reasons for owning or wanting to own latrines

N= 37

Reasons t.o own latrine No. %

Health/hygiene 21 56

Visitors 2 5
neighbours influence 2 5 .

Privacy 12 34 .. S

.

•

- 1 00%

Table.2

15



Asked to mention those sanitation related diseases known

to them, 59% of -the respondents mentioned diarrhoeal diseases, ~-4%.

meriti~onedworms while the rest 37% did not know any sanitation

related diseases.

Knowledge of’ sanitation

related diseases.

dont kno~.~’ fig. 1.5

WI LLIN GNE~ST~PARTICIPATE IN A Si~N’ITATION J~~

Asked how they thou~t they could participate in and

support a sanitation project 56% df’ the respondents said they

would contribute labour to dig the pit, while 44% were willing

to privide the pit and poles/thatch -to build the superstructure.

However, it was 76% of the respondents who said they were willing

to participate in a sanitation programme, and the rest(24%). were

not sure they would par’ticipate.

HOUSING

~eand Locality -

56% of houses visited were temporary huts and 44% were

Semi’permanent. 146% of IThe houses had no windows nor vents,
41% had windows but too small to be called adequate. On

locality, 53% of the houses were properly sited on a plain and

drainable ground.

- type of houses

~emF~~J -

Compound cleanliness and waste disposal

The survey found that 58% of the compounds were overgrown

with bush and grass and poorly kept as well. 76% of homes did

not have refuse disposal pits. 29% of respondents shared their

fig. 1.6
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dwelling with livestock,.

presenceof refuse pit

V7o ~-e/as~ f/h

h~drejasepi~c

fig. 1.7

Cookin~g~rea, fire~place and availabil~y~çjj~sh racks

53~of homes did not have a separate kitchen and used

their living rooms for cooking. 47% had a separate kitchen

from their living rooms. The 3 stone traditional cooking

was used in all -the homes(100%) . Dish racks were absent in

98% of the homes.

LENGTH OF STAY

90% of’ -the respondentshad lived there for over

3years and 93% of them had no intention to move away in

near future indicating sedeniterzation.

VECTORS AND DISEASES SPREAD -

Common Vectors identified by the Community are as

mentioned here below:—

Fleas
Mosquitoes
Cocroa oh es
bedbugs
houseflies

upon assessmentof diseases spread by the Vectors the

respondentsmentioned jiggers(48%), malaria(146%) and eye

infections(5%). 90% of the respondents reported presenceof

rodents in their homes.

1i7



Institutional analysis

The 5th objective of the survey was to identify the

various sectors of governmen-t and non—governmental agencies

working in the area inorder to understand their activities,

strengths, weaknessesand Community expectation from them.
This is done in a problem analysis workshop through a participatory

approach where -the Community leaders ann) other members•were

actively involved in the discussion process. The aim of this

analysis was to explore possibilities of establishing an

intersectorai team, learn from -their past mis takes and build

on their success experiences. During this time, Community’s

problems and priority needs were discussed as well. Problem

analysis tabie(institutionai analysis 1 and 2) which give the

detail of each institutions working in the two sub—locations

are given separately. To Show presence of each Sector in the

Commumiities and how closely they are related to the Community

an institutional Venn diagram is drawn for each sub—location.

Those institutions whose names fall inside the diagram have a

closer link to the Community. rft)ose who fall on -the external

line of the diagram have a much less association while those

falling completely outside the diagram are not playing any ~‘ole

there but whose services are required.

At the end of -the insti~tutional analysis

Community’s priority needs are set in the order of importance

with the most important need at the top of the list.

18
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PAWAT HULA-HULA

INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS

IN STITUTIONS THEIR ACTIVITIES THEIR STRENGTH THEIR A~ESS~ C OMMUNITYEXPECTATION

1. CCF—(MF1-~) *

*

*

*

pay fees for poor
children

Give uniforms to
Sponsored children

Help Sponsored
family
Provided School
text books

*

*

*

able to educate
poor children

Built houses

to completion

Could fulfill

promises

*

*

~

~

Sponsored
Children are
diregistered
(sometimes)
without proper
explanation

Not all fees

are paid to
completion
Some children
never ~et~
sponsore

*

*

complete payment of
fees.

~

All children should
be sponsored

-

2. CATHOLIC
MISSION

.

-

*

*

*

*

Built Church
(~piritual
development)

School Built
S

Assist Women
groups

Pay fees •

*

*

*

*

Visible
development

-

Schools,Church,
tanks
Help without
bias
Could fulfill

* Not hurrying
to build
dispensary

S

.

* Continue giving
necessary help

-—

- -

S * Mobile clinic

(nutritional)

most of promises

--
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3. FODD FOR THE
HUNGRY INTER-
NATIONAL

* Improve for
production
through
—demonstration
farm

—Electric fence

* Train TEAs

* Provjd~ Water

*Provjded electric

fence

*Demonstratjon

farm provided
*Bujlt big dam
*

* Built darn
without
taking
Community
ideas into
Serious
consideration

* Dam not holding

water

* Some promises

could not be
fulfilled

e.g aid to
women groups,
bulls for
for improved
breeds etc

(dam)
* Relief food

(FFw)

fulfill promises

* Respect Community’s

suggestions

4. MINISTRY OF * Child education * Employ * Frequent
EDUCATION

* school feeding
programme(lunch)

S

-

S

teachers

Provide lunches
for children *

shortage of
teachers

Feeding programme
starts late -

5. OFFICE OF THE
PRESIDENT *

Security
Coordinate * Provided * Administration

(ADMINISTRATION) development
activities -

Security -

-

Police have no -- -

S
* Link between --

Community and -
-

houses

S

-

development
agencies(Chief)

S

*
Always with the
Community to see
and report them
problems S

S

S

S
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* Health education

Communities
* Semjnars/

Workshops

* Pegged latrines

* demonstrated

water jar

* Carried out
health
educati on

* Held Seminars/

trainings for
Communities

* Follow—up latrine

constructions
pro grammes

* constructed

demonstration
jars

* No more services since PHT has
disappeareth.

6. MINIS’IRY OF
HEALTH

* Home visits

7. GTZ * Building of a .
teachers houses

S

* Building of
teachers house

went away S
S

5

~
~

~

*

~

Supplied school
with textbooks * Supplying

School with
textbooks

8. MINISTRY OF ,

AGRICULTURE * Improve farming * Provided farming * No extension services being provided -

activities/Methods implements -

-

S

S * Provide farming -
tools

* SOil conservation
activities

S

. * Advice on right -

carried out
S

.

- S

seeds
S 5 Soil conservation S -

9. CPK * Spiritual development ~* Built Churches * Food Kitchen not provided S
S * Build Church * Built nursery * Latrine for school has collapsed :

S S -

Childhood education
School

S

* * Pay nursery
teacher 5 --

a
1 S 5 -

U
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10. MINISTRY OF

WATER DEVELOP.

* improve water supply

* Repaired damaged

water source

* Built tank for
Well

* Covered part of

Well

* Have gone away since

ii. AFRICAN MUSLIM
AGENCY

*

-

~

Spiritual Develop.
,

Buila Mosque

* Built Mosque
.

* Provided food

to malnourished

*

~

No Sheikh
•

Latrine for mosque was
not completed S

S

children
S * Quran teaching

(Madrasa)
* Kitchen never completed

12. INTER AID
S

* Building of
school tank

Built tank to
completiong

* went away

Building of

school Kitchen

* Built Kitchen

- to completion

S

13. DRP * Well Protection * Protected Well * Went away

* Covering 0±’ Well
tank

* Covered Tank
S

14.
~CCIAL SERVICES

* Adult Education

& women groups
* Employed adult

teachers

* no fuitime teacher
-

* Employed Adult
teachers

* formed Women ~omen group not active - S

groups - S
S * bui~t a house * kent away

S for Women group S
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fig. 1.9

PROBLEMS AND PRIORITIES OF HULA-HULA COMMUNIT~f

~LJYE51OCk~iOCk

I . Provide mobile clinic services
2. Primary Health Care
3. Health Education -

4. Latrines and refuse pits -

5. Provision of.a dispensary services

2. HEALTh

PROBLEM NU. POSSIBLE SOLUTION ACTION BY •__________

3t. WATER 1. Solicit fund from ±nstitutions/NGOs * NGOs -

2.
to improve amount
Community to build
tanks

of’ water

roof catchment *

*

Government

Community

Sectors .

-

S

S

-

* Ministry of Health, NGOs
* Community
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3. POOR FARMING
METHODSAND FOOD
INSECURITY

1. Extension workers to ~ducate Community
in better farming methods

2. Avail farming implements to the poor

3. Demonstrate better food storage method

* Ministry of agriculture

* NGOs

4. CROP DESTRUCTION 1. Provision of a better electric fence
BY WILD ANIMALS 2. Improvement of security by providing

Warders

* Kenya Wildlife Services

S
S

5. LIVESTOCK I • Provision of cattle dip * Veterinary department,
DISEASES

2. Provision of Veterinary Extension NGOs, Community
services

6. LAND DEMARCATION 1. Plots/Land demarcation should be done * Land adjudication department
* County Countil

PA~AT i~RARE SUB-LOCATION

INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS -

S

INSTITUTIONS THEIR ACTIVITIES tmHEIR STRENGTH~ THEIR WEA~ESSES EXPECTATION

1 • FOOD FOR HUNGRY * Development * Initiated
INTERNATIONAL activities e.g * water projeot
(FHI) —water project

- —electric fences * provided e~ctric
S which reduce menace

—child sponsor of wild animals

* Water project * should have compléted
- not completed water project. -

- * should have stayed
* Left quickly

longer

* pay fees for
S

S

sponsored children

2~+
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2. CATHOLIC MISSICN * Spiritual develop * Built Church * Dispensary staff * More Nurses

few
* ~-ducation

* Health Care

* Built School k

teachers houses

* Built -dispensary

* Electric fence
had no enough
power and did
not pass where
Community
wanted

* Proper/Powerfull

fence

* Food Security
* Extension of

electric fence

3. MINISTRY
EDUCATION

OF * Primary Education * Children Education * Some teachers
do other work

* Should be aware of
whatever is

* School feeding
programme

* Provide teachers * School girls
~~-- Sometimes get

happening ab school

S married without
S teachers being

aware and giving
advice

4. MINISTRY OF Health Education Made Community dig * Complete latrines anc
HEALTH * demonstration

latrines
* Community -

Education (health)

latrines but could

riot provide other
support

provide more -

*

*

S

Immunization

ORS Supply

-

* Community
trainiflgs

S

S

S

S

*One roof catch—
ment tank
promised never

* Provide roof catch—
ment tanks

-

S

*

S

Provid Solar Power
dispensary

to

proyided

*They1ä~er
disappeared

*

S

Extend pipeline into
the trading Centre
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INSTITUTIONS THEIR ACTIVITIES THEIR STRENGTH THEIR WEA~ESSESS CO~~JNITY
EXPECTATI ON

5. G’IZ * Built teachers
houses S

* Dam constructions
through FFW

* Built school tank
* Provided breeding

bulls
* Provided castration

Equipment S

*

*

Completed all * Give aid * Build cattle dip
projects through

government * Should give direct

Could Thlfill departments aid without going
promises which some-

times do not through others
reach the
Community

S

5

~SS

S * Conducted training
on livestock
Management S

—.5

~

S

S

S

~

6. CCF * Aid poor families &
children

* Built houses for sane
families,

* PHC activities

* Give aid to the * Children sponsored * They should
sponsored are few comolete project
families as so ~that resource

- are not wastedplanned * Some help they, g~ti~, S

aM not used W~Ii

7.
S

MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE

-

* Soil conservation
S

* Provide seedlings ~ S

farming implements

*

*

Completed - *

project in time

Conducted
Community *

training

Gave very little * Need more seeds
seedling * Need pesticides

‘
Could not provide * Need agricultural S

extension resource

è. AIC -

S

*Spiritual services
* Build Community

Water tank -
* Bui]d Church

*

*

S

*

Completed tank

Spiritual Develop.

Child Education

— —

S

* Build Nursery school
-

26
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9. VETERINARY
DEPAR’I~’4ENT

* Livestock
Vaccination

* Accaricides

* Vaccinates
livestock

* No extension
Worker

* Supply of Vet.drugs

* Stationed extension
Worker

* Education on use of

cattle dip.

10. INTER—AID * Built school

Kitchen
* Provided pipes for

water extefisiOn

* Built Kitchen

to completion
for the school

* Some promises
not fulfilled

* Pull piped water to

the Villages

* Cover the Community
water tank

INSTITUTI~NAL VENN

DIACR~~M—

(KAPA~)

fig. 1.8 27
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S PROBLEM AND PRIORITIES OF KARARE COf’ll~4UNITY S

PROBLEM NO. POSSIBLE SOLUTION - ACTICN BY

1 • WATER SUPPLY * Extension of pipes to villages S * Inter -Aid

* Roof Catchrnent tanks * Ministry of health(Public heaLth)

* * Community

2. ACCARICIDES/VET. * Supply Veterinary drugs * Veterinary department
SER VI CES

* Post extension Worker * NGCs

* Educate on use 0±’ dip * Community S

3. HEALTH * Demonstrate more pit latrines and * Ministry of health(Public health)
S

*

tanks
More nurses to be posted * Catholic Mission

* Station a PHT ther~ * Ministry of health

4. SThNG1EN WOMEN * Provide more support * NGOs S
GROUPS

* More trainings to women groups *

*

Community
Social Service Sector

S
S

5. AGRICUL~iURAL * Post extension worker Ministry of agriculture
PRODUCTION * Provide more seeds-

* Provide more pesticides S
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CHAPTERFOUR

DISCUSSION S

It was found that water was within 1-2km walk for majority

of the Karàre/Ula-ula people. 201+0 litres are fetched daily by

girls and women in plastic jerrycans inwhich it is stored and

directly used. The main sources of’ water were well(ula-ula) and

spring(Karare) both of which are protected. However, during rainy

periods many families used water collected in dry river beds,surface

dams and pools since these are easily found nearby. Roof

catchment tanks were only found in schools. The Community had

little knowledge of’ water treatment or purification methods they

couldapply at home; water realted diseases were also not known to

the majority of the people interviewed, even though the majority-

of’ them thought that unclean water may cause ill-health. S

Time and energy saving are said to be the most immediate and

easily measured benefits o~’ water supply provided closer to

Communities and frequently this is most appreciated by the

benefitting Community. However, the magnitude of time saving depends

on conditions prevailing. The fact that women and girl of Karare/

Ula-Ula sub-locations walked 1-2km to fetch water does not j~stif’y

them saving time expressly. It was found during the survey that

lOlitre jerrycans were used to fetch water per trip and 3~1~-trips

were made to fill the total of 301+0 litres required daily, thus

spending more even though there are protected water sources in the

two sub-locations, they don’t seem reliable. At the problem

analysis workshops held In the two sub-locations, water supply was

at the top of’ community priority need. It was said that the water

is shared between huge li1~restock population and people, and as

drought Is prolonged the the water dwindles to a level that no longer

supports the Intended population. S
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I
There is a gap in knowledge of the Community on water related

I diseases, while the majority thought that unclean water use may lead
to the ill health they could not mention the diseases they thought

I were arising from such waters. Neither did they apply any method
of’ water purification at home. The fact that people turned to dams,

I dry rlverbeds and pools during rainy period further strenthen, the

I argument defeciency In knowledge on water-related diseases. IfS - they recognized that such exposed surface water could lead to

I Illness, they couldn’t use It and if they used It they would applyS domestic purification methods which still was not known to the

I majority. S
Latrines were-not available in most homes. Where they

I were found, they were of traditional types with earth floors, S

I dilapidated walls, and without roofs. They were generally poorlymaintained although all were In use. While most people In study

I area thought that it was Important to have a latrine and even showed
willingness to participate In a sanitation programme, the majority

I lacked knowledge on sanitation related diseases. S

Several f’actors are attributed to lack of latrine ownership

I in rural communities, these range from peoples’ former way of life

I (nomadic pastoralism as in Karare/Ula-Ula), knowledge of theCommunity on sanitation related diseases, lack of adequate resources

I or poverty, bad experiences from earlier use of latrines(srnell and
flies), Community priority, presence of other alternatives(nearby

I bush) as well as physical features(roc ks, sandy soils,swamps-

etc).

I Experience within the district(Sagante) showed that most

I people did not like the traditional latrines because of smells

and flies and snakes which they harboured & fear of children

I falling into them. Introduction of the VIP latrine in Sagante

I
30
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encouraged more people in Sagante-to build more latrines because

the concrete floor and a relatively smaller squat hole Improved

the latrine- hygiene and reduced the danger of children falling

into them while the vent pipe helped eleminate the smell and fly

nuisance S

Asked why they had latrines, the latrine owners in Karare/

Ula—Ula gave reasons such as health/hygiene, privacy, visitors

and neighbours which influenced them to have latrines. Elsewhere

in the district(Maikona) outbreak of diarrhoea diseases which

claimed many lives In 1992 influenced the Community to own communal

latrines while In Sagante privacy and elimination of bush in areas

to-the vicinty of homes influenced latrine ownership. (1).

Some people were urged to own latrines because neighbours

simply annoyed them by locking their latrines and thus denying

them access(Sagante-Dirib Gombo). From the above experiences

therdfore it would be correct to conclude that unless palnfull or

life threatening experIences such as the one of Malkona are met

with, people in rural areas may not simply build latrines merely

on health/hygiene purposes. A combination of socio—economic,

physical, cognitive and diseases experiences may thus influence

positive behaviour change.

It was found that the most of’ the respondent knew one or two

diseases related to poor sanitation. Unfortunately, a significant

37% lacked these knowledge. Good health and good hygiene are made

possible by a combination of Education, improvement in personal

hygiene and appropriate water and sanitation technology.

The surveys suggests that the Karare/Ula-Ula community are

willing to participate in a sanitation project by either digging

the pit Or digging the pit and providing locally available materials

for building the superstructure(poles.,mud and thatch). It is
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essential to involve the community in a sanitation programme if

success has ~ot to be achieved. The people and not technology are

at the centre of social development. Advancement of peoples

capabilIties and quality of life should be the primary aim of any

agency who feel development oriented. While technical personnel

may be more competent on promoting appropi~±ate technology it wOuld

be advisable to involve the community in deciding how the projects

are implemented in their own communities. It should be understood

that people have a great deal to offer towards success of the -

projects. Although it takes a highly sensitive and motivated staff

to capitalize on these community resources in a meaningfull- way, the

element of involvIng the community in decision making should be taken

quite seriously. As long as technical personnel or agencies continue

to play the role of * Providers* and the Community *recepient* rather

than as partners in the project which may involve them passively In

its development then a meahingfull social change may not simply be

realised(World bank-introduction participants notes(2). S

Housing conditions affect peoples health and daily livelihood.

In the study area most houses were temporary huts which are poorly

lighted poorly ventilated and even overcrowded. Still some families

shared their dwelling with livestock and a good proportion had no

separate kitchen. Compounds were overgrown and poor maintained.

Housing may affect health In a number of’ ways. A combination of’

dampness, lack of light, poor ventilation and overcrowding will

contribute to the spread of airborne droplet infections. Earth floors

and walls and unscreened windows permit the entry and breeding S

of’ bed bugs and mosquitoes. Cooking f’ires on floors are hazards to

children and food is prone to contamination.
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Good housIng should mirilmize physical and bi~iQgIcal hazards

in the environment and should promote the health of the

inhabitants. (3). In overcrowding people are exposed to

numerous health risks since more people are living witfliin a

single dwelling than there is space for, so that movement Is

restricted, privacy precluded, hygiene impossible, rest and sleep

difficult( promoting health In human environment WHO). (u-).
Handwashing facilities and dish racks for dying and

keeping utensils safe were not available in any home. Presence

of these facilities would enhance personal and home hygiene.

1
I
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CHAI—TER 5

CONCLUSION

Demographic and Socio—economic Information

1. Most respondents are female married adults who were mainly

housewives. Majority ~of the interviewers are illiterate

who do not know how to read and write in either English

or Kiswahili. Agropastoralism is the main occupation of

the people of Karare and Ula—Ula sub—location. Livestock

kept are cattle, goats and Sheep, Main crops planted are

maize and beans.

2. The most common diseases mentioned by the respondents are

Malaria, URTI, diarrhoea, eye infection and jigers, all of

which are water and sanitation related0

WATER SUPPLY

1 • Water is within easy reach for the majority of the people

(1-2km) and most sources are protected but availability

depends on seasonality, scarcity being reported during the

dry spell.

2. 20—40 litres of water is fetched daily by most of the

respondents and is used for drinking, washing and livestock

purposes.

3. On water related diseases, the majority said unclean water

may cause ill—health -although a significant number (42%)

did not know those diseases. 61% of the respondents did

not apply an-y method of watet treatment at home.

SANITATION

1. Majority of homes (64%) did not have latrines and those

that were present in 36% of homes were of traditional

types. NO handwashing facilities were available in any home.

2. Most of the respondents thought it was important to own

latrines(63%) , but a significant 37% did not see any

importance of owning one. However, 56% of those who owned

latrines did so due -to health and hygiene purposes, 34%

owned it due to privacy, 5% had latrines because neighbours

had them and 5% due to visitors.
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3. The majority of respondents mentioned sanitati on related

diseases as diarrhoea and worms, although a significant

number(37%) did not know any diseases arising due to non—

use of’ latrines.

4. On willingness -to participate in a sanitation project, the

majority were willing to participate by digging pits and

providing poles for building latrine walls. 26% were not

sure they would participate.

5. Majority of the househol~ds in study area were semi—permanent

and poorly ventilated but well located on a well—drainable

ground.

6. Compounds were overgrown with grass and bushes. Most of

them had no refuse disposal pits.

7. 53% of houses had no separate kitchens and all families used

the traditional three-stone fire. No dish rack was availab’e

in any home.

8. The study revealed that 29% of the families shared their

house with livestock.

9. On assessing the length of stay, most families had lived

there for over 3years(90%) and 93% had no intention to move

away, indicating sedenterization0

10. Common Vectors found in the two sub—locations are fleas,

mosquitoes1 cocroaches, bedbugs and the housefly,~ The most

common rodents are rats.

11. Diseases said to be spread by, vectors were mentioned as

Jiggers, Malaria and ey~ infections0
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CHAPTER 6

RECOMMENDATION

Based on the study findings the following recommendation

are made—

1 • The Karare and Ula-Ula Community seem to givet top

priority to water supply. The project should make improvement

of water to the community as an entry point. In Karare S

alternative of’ extending existing pipeline into more villages

should he explored and if possible be supplemented with roof

catchment tanks or jars. In Ula—Ula -the best possible

intervention would be through provision of roof catchment

facilities. Improvement of’ or expanding existing sources

seem to be -too expensive for the project since its scope is

improvement of’ minor water supplies.

2. Alongside the project health education should be introduced.

This should be carried out in a participatory manner where

the Community is deeply involved in the learning process.

Important areas to be covered should be water and sanitation

related diseases, method of water purification!, personal

hygiene and home hygiene.

3. The best way to improve the sani-tary status of a Community

such as Karare/Ula-Ula is by mounting an intensive Community

mobilization. It may not be very easy to achieve the aim of

high latrine cover~i~ but with use of experienced agents and

Community involvement this essential but often neglected

aspects of’ a water and sanitation project may turn out to

be the major success of this project. Since the Community was

willing to participate fully there is good potentiality for

successfull implementation.

4. Community involvement should begin from the initiation phase of

the project. The Community leaderShip(both formal & informal)

should ~e trained in an awareness workshop and enlightened on

pzrnject direction and their roles.

5. Creation of a project Committee in both sub—location to run

-the project with the public health personnel is essential.

The Committee shall be responsible for planning, implementation

and decision making as well as evaluation.
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6. Women groups should be supported and allowed to function

under the project Committee.

7. The Beneficiary representatiiies should be responsible

for selecting beneficiaries of each faculty, the health

office or personnel should play no or little role In this

area.

8. Home hygiene Such as cutting down of vegetation, refuse

disposal pits and provision of dish racks should be

encouraged and included in project plans. The need for

separate kitchen should be emphasised too and energy saving

jiko be demonstrated. Keeping of livestock in living rooms

of people should be discouraged.

9. Vector control activities should be introduced; Environment

S - Control measures should be emphasised and only when this fail

should chemical control be resorted to.

10. Local artisans from the two sub—location should be trained

and used to build demonstration and other facilities for the

project.

11. A public health technician should be posted t-o the two sub—

location. This personnel should preferably be a Rendille/

Samburu speaker who know the Community’s language and culture

- well.

12. Various government secors and NGOs working in the Community

shOUld be approached with the aim of cfeating a strong

interSeCtoral team, and building a conducive programme

implementation atmosphere. S

13. The Community has a potential resource from which the

project can get support. There are livestock as well as

fertile agricultural land which has reliable rainfall0

The project should as much as possible try to encouragethe Community to contribute available resources to enhance

better coverage. However, the poor members of the Communityshould be assisted more than anybody else. S
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ASSESE;NEIU: OF ~ ~‘Jt~PL~AND
o~N ~i~Al1 ~A N i r ON I ~J~ ~F: i~uc~I ON,

SAB I T 1)1 S~IR 1 CT

~ IO~Jt4ArQN

Soclo—economic situation

16
1. sub—location

I 20 name of’ the respondent • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . o • . . . . • • . • . • • . •3. sex of the respondent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......~••• oø.

SI 1+. age of the respondent . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •
5. position In the family . . . . . * . . . . * . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •~ .

6. marrital status . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

7. ~.evel of education . - . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . .

8. number of occupants . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • •~• .. .. •. . . • . •

I 90 what do you do for a livind?a) farmer

b) pastoralist

I c) agr-pastoralist S

I S d) wage earner10. if a farmer,acreage of land owned

I a) less than 5 acres
S - b) 5—10 acres

I c) more than 10 acres.11. If a pastoralist which livestock do you keep?

I a) cows
b) goats

I a) sheep
12. name five (5) common diseases people normally suffer here

I
I

d)

I
1
I



A. WATERSUPPLY

1 • from where do you get your water for domestic use?

a) tap

b)dam
c~spring
d)WE11

e)roof catchjnent tank

f)others (specif’y) S

2. how far is this source from your home?

a)within the compound

b)i-2 km away

c)3-5 km away

d)over 5 km away

Do you pay for the water ?

a) yes

b )ni~

~. How Is water transported home?

a)by pipe

b)on foot

c)by donkey

5, How much water do you fetch daily?

a)less than 20 it.

b)20-30 ilts.

c)30-J-i-0 lits.

d)more than 1+o lits0

6. Is the source protected?

a) yes

b) no



7. How is water used at home?

a)drinking only -

b)drlnking and washing

c)drinking,washiflg and livestock

d)drinking and livestock.

8. Where do you store your water?

a)pots

b)jerrycans

c)buckets

d)drums

- - e)others (specify)

9-.Do you treat your water at home?

a)yes S

b)no - -

10. If yes how? -

a)boiling - S

b) storing

1
d)others (specify) S

12.Do you think that unclean water can cause ill heath?

a)yes

b)no

13. If yes name the diseases associated with dirty water.

a)

b)

c)

d) S
11f. What do you think can be done to improve water quality at home?

a
b S

0
d

1+1



B. SANITATION

1. Do you think It is important to own a latrine?

a)yes

b) no

2. If yes, why?

a)
b)

c)

d)
3. If no, why not?

a)

b)

c)

d)

+. Mention the diseases that are associated with non use of latrine

a)

b) S

c)

d)

e)

5. If there was a latrine construction project in this area, would

you like to participate to have your own latrine?

a) yes

b) no

6. If yes- what wnuld you contribute?

a)

b)

c)

e)



C.HOUSWNGAND FOOD HYGIENE

*1. Do you keep livestock in this house?

a. yes

- b.no S

2.For how

3. Do you

long have you lived here?

a. less than 51 year

b. 1—2 years 5

c
0 over 3 years

Intend to move away from here In the near future?

a. yes

b. no

D. VECTORSAND RODENTS

~ Which are the vectors commonly found around?

a.
b.

C.
d..
e.

5.Name the diseases that you think are spread by these vectors

a.
S b0

C.

6. Are there rodents in this compound?

~ lJes

b. ~O



OBSERVATIONCHECKLIST( SANITATION)

1. Availability of la’trine

a, present

b. absent

2. Type of latrine

a. traditional

b. vip

c. others (specify)

30 Path leading to the latrine

a. present

b. absent

-4-. State of’ latrine

a. cleanliness 5

—faeces on floortno faeces on floor

_flies/no flies

b.type of floor

—wooden

-earthen

-concrete

5. c.structure

- strong

5 -fair

-dilapidated

5. presence of handwashlng facility

a. present

b. absent



OBSERVATIONCF1ECKLIST~ (HOUSING AND FOOD HYGIENE)

a • roof
b0wall
c,floor

5. General cleanliness of the-compound

a . overgro~m
b. litterd
c.fairly kept
d. clean.

6. Presence of refuse pit

7. Presence

9. Type of

a. present

b. absent

of dish rack

a. present

b. absent

cooking stove (jiko) present

a0 traditional
b. energy saving
c. others (specify)

1. Location of the house

a.elevated
b.plain
c .valley
d. swampy

others(specify)

2. Type of the house

a a.permanent S

S b.semi-permanent
C .temporary

3.Llghtlng and ventillation

a.windows/vents provided adequately

b.windows/vents poorly provided
c.no windows/vents provided

~ Condition of the house

gc~iod fair poor

“-5



100 Presence of a separate kitchen

&0 present

o. absent

COMMUNITYPROBLEM ANALYSIS (DIscussIoN)

l0Mention all the NGO,s and governmental sectors who have worked

here before and those who are here now.

2. What were/are their function or activities? S

3. Mention their strengths and weaknesses (If known)

~-. What are your expectations from them?

5. Name the most commmon problems that hinder development here

6. Whloh are the most pressing problems in order of priority?

7~What do you think can be done to reduce them and by whom?

‘-: ~-i
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